Speech perception is shaped by listeners' prior experience with speakers. Listeners retune their phonetic category boundaries after encountering ambiguous sounds in order to deal with variations between speakers. Repeated exposure to an unambiguous sound, on the other hand, leads to a decrease in sensitivity to the features of that particular sound. This study investigated whether these changes in the listeners' perceptual systems can generalise to the perception of speech from a novel speaker. Specifically, the experiments looked at whether visual information about the identity of the speaker could prevent generalisation from occurring. In Experiment 1, listeners retuned auditory category boundaries using audiovisual speech input. This shift in the category boundaries affected perception of speech from both the exposure speaker and a novel speaker. In Experiment 2, listeners were repeatedly exposed to unambiguous speech either auditorily or audiovisually, leading to a decrease in sensitivity to the features of the exposure sound. Here, too, the changes affected the perception of both the exposure speaker and the novel speaker. Together, these results indicate that changes in the perceptual system can affect the perception of speech from a novel speaker and that visual speaker identity information did not prevent this generalisation.
ambiguous input to the appropriate category as dictated by the disambiguating source of information. The phonetic retuning affects how listeners subsequently judge the ambiguous sounds (Baart & Vroomen, 2010; Bertelson et al., 2003; Norris et al., 2003; Samuel & Kraljic, 2009) , even in the absence of any disambiguating information. Hearing an ambiguous sound between /s/ and /f/ in the context of /s/-final words, such as platypus, makes listeners give more [s] responses to steps along an /s/-/f/ continuum, while hearing the same sound in the context of words like giraffe has the opposite effect (Norris et al., 2003) . Disambiguation by the visual speech signal leads to similar shifts in the auditory phonetic categories (Bertelson et al., 2003) . Phonetic retuning thus facilitates the subsequent recognition of sounds and does so across the lexicon, even when word context or wordinternal position is changed (Jesse & McQueen, 2011; McQueen, Cutler, & Norris, 2006; Mitterer, Chen, & Zhou, 2011; Sjerps & McQueen, 2010) .
Changes in the perceptual system also occur in response to unambiguous speech input that is not difficult to process. Repeated exposure to an unambiguous sound leads to a decrease in sensitivity to the features of that particular sound (Diehl, 1975; Eimas & Corbit, 1973; Samuel, 1986; Sawusch, 1977; Sawusch & Pisoni, 1976) . This reduced sensitivity to specific phonetic features is thought to be due to fatigue within the perceptual system (Samuel, 1986) . Like phonetic retuning, selective adaptation affects listeners' subsequent perception of sounds, but in a manner almost opposite to the retuning effect, in that listeners give fewer [da] responses to the steps of a /ba/-/da/ continuum after multiple repetitions of an unambiguous /da/ than after multiple repetitions of /ba/ (Eimas & Corbit, 1973) . Phonetic retuning and selective adaptation thus reflect distinct processes within the flexible perceptual system. Selective adaptation to auditory features is driven specifically by the acoustic information in the speech signal (Blumstein, Stevens, & Nigro, 1977; Sawusch & Pisoni, 1976) . Whereas phonetic retuning can be guided by visual speech input, selective adaptation is not modulated by visual speech information. Perceivers presented with McGurk stimuli (Macdonald & McGurk, 1978; McGurk & MacDonald, 1976) , consisting of an auditory /ba/ and a visual /ɡa/, generally identify this audiovisual stimulus as /da/ even when specifically instructed to report what they had heard the speaker say, ignoring the visual speech signal (MacDonald & McGurk, 1978) . The McGurk effect thus clearly shows the influence of the visual speech information on the perception of the auditory speech input. When presented with such incongruent McGurk stimuli, selective adaptation occurs to the auditory sound, not to the overall audiovisual percept (Roberts & Summerfield, 1981; Saldaña & Rosenblum, 1994) . The fact that selective adaptation is in line with the acoustic signal even when it is different from the perceived identity of the audiovisual utterance suggests that selective adaptation is modality-specific and takes place before information from the auditory and visual speech signals is integrated into an overall percept (Roberts & Summerfield, 1981; Saldaña & Rosenblum, 1994) .
Phonetic retuning, but not selective adaptation, is affected by whether or not the auditory signal is perceived as speech, as shown in a study using sine-wave speech (Vroomen & Baart, 2009a) . Sine-wave signals are stripped of much of the acoustic detail of speech, but retain overall amplitude and frequency cues. Listeners generally do not perceive sine-wave speech as speech until they are explicitly informed about the nature of the signal (Vroomen & Baart, 2009a) , and typically only integrate information from sine-wave speech and accompanying visual speech if they are given information about the speech nature of the sine-wave signal (Tuomainen, Anderson, Tiippana, & Sams, 2005) . In Vroomen and Baart's study, listeners heard sine-wave speech and simultaneously saw visual speech. Effects of selective adaptation were observed regardless of whether listeners were informed about the sine-wave speech signal and thus regardless of whether information from auditory and visual speech had been combined. This is in line with the idea that selective adaptation is modality-specific. Phonetic retuning, on the other hand, was only observed for informed listeners and thus appears to be dependent on the integration of the auditory and the visual speech input.
A final piece of evidence for the dissociation of the two effects is provided by the difference in the rates at which they build up and dissipate (Vroomen, van Linden, de Gelder, & Bertelson, 2007; Vroomen, van Linden, Keetels, de Gelder, & Bertelson, 2004) . Selective adaptation builds up slowly and persists for up to 60 consecutive categorisation trials without renewed exposure (Vroomen et al., 2004) . The slow build-up suggests that it takes some time for fatigue within the perceptual system to set in. Phonetic retuning, on the other hand, is established rapidly with only a small number of exposure trials (Vroomen et al., 2007) , indicating that learning occurs nearly instantly after perceiving problematic speech input. The rate of dissipation for phonetic retuning varies depending on the source of the disambiguating information during exposure. Visually guided retuning dissipates quickly and the effect is no longer observed after six categorisation trials, unless there is additional exposure (Vroomen & Baart, 2009b; Vroomen et al., 2004) . The effects of lexically guided retuning are still observed after a 25-min or even a 12-h intervening period between exposure and test (Eisner & McQueen, 2006; Kraljic & Samuel, 2005) , although the studies investigating visually guided and lexically guided retuning varied on more points than just the source of the disambiguating information.
Given the fact that phonetic retuning and selective adaptation are different processes of adaptation, they may also differ in the extent to which their influence affects speech from a novel speaker. Adjustments made after exposure to the speech of a single speaker could be speaker-specific, or might generalise to affect the interpretation of speech from another speaker. Whether or not selective adaptation to auditory speech generalises to a new speaker has not been investigated. It seems, however, possible to obtain such generalisation, at least if speakers produce acoustically similar realisations of a sound. The generalisation of selective adaptation is guided by acoustic similarity: selective adaptation occurs across acoustically similar phonemes (Eimas & Corbit, 1973) . Exposure to /ba/ affects the subsequent perception of both a /ba/-/pa/ continuum and a /da/-/ta/ continuum (Eimas & Corbit, 1973) . Generalisation is not observed across position in the syllable, however, which is attributed to the high variability of sounds across syllable positions (Ades, 1974) . Generalisation of selective adaptation across speakers has been found, however, with static visual representations of speech sounds (Jones, Feinberg, Bestelmeyer, DeBruine, & Little, 2010) . Exposure to still images of a speaker producing a sustained /m/ sound resulted in fewer [m] responses than exposure to an image of the speaker producing a sustained /u/ sound when images showing mouth shapes ambiguous between /m/ and /u/ were subsequently categorised. The same effect of selective adaptation to the mouth shapes was observed for the exposure speaker and for a novel speaker. It remains unclear, however, whether selective adaptation to auditory speech also generalises across speakers following exposure to natural auditory-only and audiovisual speech materials.
Unlike selective adaptation, phonetic retuning has already been shown to generalise across speakers. More specifically, lexically guided retuning generalises across speakers when the critical phonemes are plosives, but not when they are fricatives (Eisner & McQueen, 2005; Kraljic & Samuel, 2006) . Exposure to an ambiguous sound between /d/ and /t/ resulted in effects of phonetic retuning regardless of whether the subsequently categorised speech was produced by the exposure speaker or by a novel speaker (Kraljic & Samuel, 2006) . Generalisation across speakers was not found after exposure to an ambiguous fricative between /f/ and /s/, however (Eisner & McQueen, 2005) .
The discrepancy between these findings has been attributed to differences in the phoneme contrasts that were used (Kraljic & Samuel, 2006) . The voicing distinction for the plosive sounds depends, among others, on the duration of the silence before the release and the duration of vibration after the release (in both cases longer durations favour /t/). These durational cues occur on a single dimension, so while speakers may vary in their durations (Allen, Miller, & DeSteno, 2003) , the nature and the direction of the effect is constant, making learning for one speaker applicable to the recognition of speech from other speakers (Kraljic & Samuel, 2005) . The place distinction for fricatives is based on spectral cues, which depend on the shape of the speaker's vocal tract and vary more substantially across speakers. This variability makes learning for fricatives specific to individual speakers and learning therefore does not generalise (Eisner & McQueen, 2005; Kraljic & Samuel, 2005) .
Generalisation of phonetic retuning across speakers may thus be driven by the acoustic similarity for the target phonemes. An alternative explanation might be that generalisation is influenced by the availability of speaker identity information in the input. The results of the previous studies cannot speak to which of these two factors matters, since the degree of acoustic similarity across speakers and the degree to which the speech sounds contained speaker identity information were confounded. In the current study, we investigated this problem directly by teasing apart the acoustic similarity and the availability of speaker identity information. To do so, we used audiovisual speech materials in combination with a plosive contrast. We used two plosive sounds (/b/ and /d/) in order to provide a favourable auditory context for generalisation to occur. Place of articulation was used rather than a voicing contrast, because the former but not the latter can be distinguished by listeners on the basis of visual speech (Bernstein, Demorest, & Tucker, 2000; Van Son, Huiskamp, Bosman, & Smoorenburg, 1994) .
For phonetic retuning, the focus of the current study was to determine whether generalisation takes place after exposure to audiovisual speech. The auditory speech input should allow generalisation while the visual speech input contains information about the identity of the speaker, which may inhibit generalisation. In Experiment 1, participants were presented during exposure with audiovisual speech tokens containing an auditory ambiguity that was resolved by the visual speech signal. Exposure to such audiovisual materials should induce phonetic retuning. A subsequent auditory-only test phase had participants categorise continua steps produced by either the exposure speaker or by a novel speaker. If acoustic similarity drives phonetic retuning, we should see an effect of retuning for both speakers at test. No effect of generalisation is expected if the visual speaker identity information indeed affects the generalisation of phonetic retuning. In Experiment 2, the possibility of generalisation across speakers for selective adaptation was investigated in both an auditory-only and an audiovisual condition. Participants received unambiguous auditory and audiovisual speech materials during exposure, sufficient to induce selective adaptation. Since selective adaptation has been shown to be unaffected by visual speech input, generalisation across speakers is expected for both presentation conditions. If, on the other hand, information about the identity of the speaker in the visual speech input does affect generalisation, generalisation should only be observed in the auditory-only condition.
Experiment 1

Methods
Participants
Twenty-eight native speakers of Dutch (mean age¼ 20; 8 males) were paid for their participation in Experiment 1. All participants reported having normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Three participants were excluded due to equipment failure. One further participant was excluded due to insensitivity to the auditory continuum in the calibration phase. The final data set used for analysis consisted of the data from 24 participants. Seven additional participants from the same population took part in an auditory-only pilot experiment.
Materials
Two male native speakers of Dutch were video recorded with a Sony DCR-HC1000E camera. Audio was recorded simultaneously with two standalone Sennheiser microphones. Videos showed the head and shoulders of a speaker. The recordings of the two talkers formed the basis for all materials used in Experiment 1 and in Experiment 2. Talkers produced multiple tokens of the nonsense vowel-consonant-vowel (VCV) utterances /a:ba/, /a:da/, and /a:xa/. These utterances were produced in pairs, avoiding list intonation. All possible combinations of the CVC tokens were recorded. Videos were digitised as uncompressed avi files (720×576 pixels in PAL format). Audio sampling rate was 44.1 kHz.
Auditory-only test materials
For both speakers an individual auditory-only /a:ba/-/a:da/ continuum was created using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2006) . Auditory /a:ba/, /a:da/, and /a:xa/ tokens were selected; to avoid mismatched timing of features when combined with the visual speech input the selected tokens had feature durations as close as possible to the average durations across all recorded tokens of the same type. To create the continua, initial /a:/ sounds were first taken from the selected /a:xa/ tokens to ensure that the vowel transitions of the word-initial vowels did not contain any cues for either a following /b/ or a /d/. Parts of the steady-state portion of the initial /a:/s were removed so that the resulting sounds corresponded in duration to the average duration of /a:/ in this position across all tokens for the same speaker (approximately 265 ms and 375 ms for Speaker 1 and 2, respectively). Second, /ba/ and /da/ from the /a:ba/ and /a:da/ tokens were edited to have equal durations and pitch contours before being mixed into a 21-step continua changing from /ba/ to /da/ in equal steps. These 21 steps were then concatenated with the edited initial /a:/ token taken from /a:xa/ of the same speaker to create the final /a:ba/-/a:da/ continuum.
A pilot study with seven participants was conducted in order to test participants' sensitivity to the two resulting continua. Participants categorised 13 steps from both speakers' continua (steps 0, 3, 5, 7-13, 15, 17, 20) . For each speaker, participants made 104 categorisations, being eight differently randomised sequences of the 13 continuum steps. The order of presentation of the two speakers was counterbalanced across participants. The stimuli were presented over headphones at a fixed level. The response alternatives "b" and "d" were displayed on a computer screen and participants categorised the sounds by clicking on one of these two labels. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible. Each new trial started only after participants had given a response. Fig. 1 shows the results of the pilot study for both speakers' auditory continua. The results indicate that the percentage of [d] responses increased the more /d/-like the auditory continuum step was and that participants were thus sensitive to the continua. These pilot results were used to select an ambiguous range of steps to be used in the main experiment. This range was between step 7 and step 13 of the continuum and was the same for both speakers.
Audiovisual exposure materials
For both speakers, the seven steps that made up the ambiguous range (steps 7-13) were combined with the natural visual speech tokens /a:ba/ and /a:da/. In this way, multiple audiovisual A ? V b and A ? V d tokens were created for both speakers providing the possibility of selecting the most suitable audiovisual token for each individual participant. The visual-only speech tokens came from the same audiovisual tokens that provided the auditory speech input used for the auditory-only continua. Each audiovisual token started and ended with 15 frames showing the face of the speaker in a neutral position and with the lips parted slightly.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a sound-attenuated booth. The auditory input was presented over Sennheiser HD280 headphones at a fixed level. The experiment consisted of three separate phases, similar to the design used by Bertelson and colleagues (2003) . Participants first performed an auditory-only calibration phase and then completed 32 iterations of exposure phase/test phase sequences. Within each sequence, an audiovisual exposure phase was directly followed by an auditory-only test phase.
During the auditory-only calibration phase participants categorised 13 auditory-only continuum steps (0, 3, 5, 7-13, 15, 17, 20) of both speakers. The order of presentation was blocked by speaker and block order was counterbalanced across participants. Within each block, all continuum steps were presented eight times in a newly randomised order, giving a total of 208 calibration trials (13 steps×8 repetitions×2 speakers). Participants categorised the auditory continuum steps as /a:ba/ or /a:da/ by clicking with the mouse on labelled buttons on the computer screen and new trials started after a response was given. The instructions stressed the need for speed and accuracy.
The auditory-only calibration results were used to find for each individual participant the ambiguous range in the two speakers' continua. The continuum step closest to a participant's 50% cut-off point between [b] and [d] was selected (A ? ), as were the two next steps closer to either end of the continuum (A ?−1 and A ? + 1 ). A ? was used in the audiovisual tokens for each participant in the audiovisual exposure phase. In the auditory-only test phase, participants were presented with all three auditory continuum steps.
In the audiovisual exposure phase, the most ambiguous auditory continuum step (A ? ) was used in combination with an unambiguous visual-only token of /a:ba/ or /a:da/ to create the audiovisual tokens A ? V b and A ? V d . Half of the participants received audiovisual tokens from Speaker 1, the other half from Speaker 2. In each exposure block, one of the two audiovisual tokens was presented eight times. The presentation of A ? V b and A ? V d audiovisual exposure blocks was counterbalanced across participants. No explicit task was given to participants to perform during the audiovisual exposure phase, other than that they were to pay close attention to what was said by the speaker.
Each audiovisual exposure block was followed by an auditory-only test phase in which participants categorised steps A ?−1 , A ? , and A ? + 1 . The three auditory-only test tokens were presented twice in a newly randomised order, resulting in a total of six categorisation trials per test block. In each test block, participants heard either Speaker 1 or 2 and the presentation of speakers was randomised across the experiment. The auditory-only tokens were thus either produced by the speaker whom participants had perceived during exposure or by a novel speaker. Participants heard both speakers during calibration, but only saw one of the two speakers during audiovisual exposure. Participants categorised the ambiguous steps as /a:ba/ or /a:da/ as quickly and as accurately as possible by pressing the button on a button box that corresponded to the respective label shown on the computer screen ("b" or "d"). In total, participants completed 32 repetitions of these exposure-test sequences.
Analysis
Results were analysed with linear mixed-effect models in the R statistical package (R Development Core Team, 2007) , using the lmer function of the lme4 library (Bates & Sarkar, 2007) . The dependent variable was the binomial response to continuum steps (0
. A logistic linking function was used for the categorical dependent variable. The best-fitting model was established by systematic model comparison, using likelihoodratio tests. We started with a full model and then gradually removed factors that did not contribute to a better model fit, from factors with the largest p values on. Main effects were only removed if their factors did not contribute to an interaction. The best-fitting model included participant as a random factor. Exposure condition (/b/ exposure vs. /d/ exposure) and speaker familiarity (exposure speaker vs. novel speaker) were evaluated as contrastcoded fixed factors. Auditory test token was evaluated as a numerical fixed factor, centred on A ? .
Results and discussion
Participants were sensitive to the fact that the three auditory test tokens formed a continuum, giving more responses to the continuum of the exposure speaker than to that of the novel speaker (β ¼−0.71, SE¼ 0.07, p <.001). Participants gave more [d] responses after /d/-exposure blocks than after /b/-exposure blocks (β¼1.46, SE¼ 0.08, p <.001), indicating that there is an effect of phonetic retuning. This effect was found for both the exposure speaker (β¼ 2.41, SE¼0.12, p <.001) and the novel speaker (β¼ 0.44, SE¼ 0.12, p<.001). The phonetic retuning effect size is, however, significantly smaller for the novel speaker than for the exposure speaker (β¼−2.29, SE¼ 0.15, p <.001).
Visual speech input thus results in the retuning of phonetic category boundaries relative to the learning condition (Bertelson et al., 2003) . The results of Experiment 1 indicate that visually guided phonetic retuning affects the identification of speech produced both by the exposure speaker and by a different speaker even when the disambiguating visual speech signal contained information about the identity of the speaker. Generalisation was apparently not fully realised and the effect of retuning is smaller for the novel speaker than for the exposure speaker.
Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 1 indicate that listeners' retuned phonetic category boundaries affected their subsequent identification of speech produced by the exposure speaker as well as by the novel speaker. Generalisation across speakers thus occurred even when the disambiguating signal contained information about the identity of the speaker. Explicit knowledge about the identity of the speaker did not prevent the generalisation of visually guided phonetic retuning. As discussed above, selective adaptation reflects a different change within the perceptual system, namely one that is due to acoustic input alone and not affected by visual speech information. Recall that selective adaptation follows the acoustic input in McGurk stimuli, even when the perceived utterance differed due to the influence of visual speech information (Saldaña & Rosenblum, 1994) . In Experiment 2, we tested whether the lack of modulation from visual speech means that selective adaptation also generalises to affect the perception of speech from a novel speaker.
Participants in Experiment 2 completed both auditory-only and audiovisual exposure blocks since generalisation across speakers for selective adaptation has not been investigated previously. The results for the auditory-only exposure condition will hence establish whether selective adaptation generalises across speakers. The results from the audiovisual exposure condition will inform whether this generalisation is affected by whether visual speech provides identity information about the exposure speaker. In all exposure blocks, listeners were exposed to unambiguous items before completing a categorisation task as in Experiment 1. Whereas the processing of visual speech information was necessary to disambiguate the auditory input in Experiment 1, this is not the case for the unambiguous input in Experiment 2. The effect of retuning is expected to be similar for both the exposure speaker and the novel speaker regardless of the presentation condition in the exposure phase. This finding would provide further evidence for the dissociation between phonetic retuning and selective adaptation.
Methods
Participants
Twenty-eight new participants (mean age¼ 21.5; 5 males) from the same population as in Experiment 1 were tested. One participant was excluded due to equipment failure. Another three participants were excluded due to insensitivity to the auditory-only continua. The final data set consisted of the data from 24 participants.
Materials
The materials for Experiment 2 were the same as in Experiment 1. The only difference was that participants were presented with unambiguous auditory-only (A b and A d ) and audiovisual (A b V b and A d V d ) versions of the exposure materials used in Experiment 1. That is, exposure materials for Experiment 2 were entirely free of conflict or ambiguity. The audiovisual stimuli consisted of the same unambiguous videos as used in Experiment 1, now combined with the endpoints of the exposure speaker's auditory continuum. The video track of the unambiguous audiovisual video tokens was replaced with a black frame in order to create the auditory-only exposure materials. Both the audiovisual and the auditory-only exposure stimuli were presented in .avi format. 3.1.3. Procedure Experiment 2 differed from Experiment 1 in that participants were presented with unambiguous auditory-only or audiovisual versions of the stimuli during exposure. The experiment again started with an auditory-only categorisation task in which the continua for both speakers were categorised, and A ? was selected for use in the auditory-only test phase. Following the pretest, participants were exposed to either the auditory-only A b and A d stimuli or to the audiovisual A b V b and A b V d stimuli. Presentation of the stimuli was blocked by exposure condition; blocks were presented in randomised order. Within each block, the same audiovisual or auditory-only token was presented eight times and participants had no explicit task to perform. They were, however, instructed to pay attention to what the speaker was saying at all times. Every exposure block was immediately followed by an auditory-only test block in which participants performed a categorisation task on A ?−1 , A ? and A ? + 1 . Participants completed 32 repetitions of exposure phase followed by test phase.
Analysis
Results were analysed as for Experiment 1. Exposure condition (/b/-exposure material vs. /d/-exposure material), speaker familiarity (exposure speaker vs. novel speaker), and presentation condition of the exposure material (auditory-only vs. audiovisual) were evaluated as contrast-coded fixed factors. Auditory-only continuum step was evaluated as a numerical factor centred on the middle step. Participants were included as a random factor in the best-fitting model.
The analysis of the full model revealed a four-way interaction between the fixed factors (β¼0.87, SE¼ 0.40, p<.05), indicating that the effect of selective adaptation varied as a joint function of talker familiarity, presentation condition, and auditory continuum step. We therefore report the results for the auditory-only test data separately for the auditory-only and the audiovisual exposure conditions.
Results and discussion
3.3.1. Auditory-only exposure condition Participants gave fewer [d] responses in the auditory-only categorisation test phase after exposure to the auditory-only /d/ token than after the auditory-only /b/ token (β¼ −1.24, SE¼0.11, p<.001; see Fig. 3 ) showing an effect of selective adaptation for the auditory-only materials. Overall, participants made more [d] responses to the continuum of the novel speaker than to that of the exposure speaker (β¼1.15, SE¼0.11, p <.001). Participants were sensitive to the auditory continua and gave more [d] responses to the more /d/-like test token than to the more /b/-like test token or the most ambiguous step (β¼1.14, SE¼ 0.07, p <.001). The difference in the effect of selective adaptation for the exposure speaker and for the novel speaker (χ 2 (1)¼ 3.11, p ¼.08) was only marginally significant, showing that selective adaptation fully generalised across speakers with auditory-only exposure materials. There was also a marginally significant difference between the effect of exposure for the three ambiguous test tokens (χ 2 (1)¼ 3.75, p ¼.05), indicating that the shift was larger for the middle step than for the two neighbouring steps.
Audiovisual exposure condition
Participants gave fewer [d] responses in the auditory-only categorisation test phase after exposure to the audiovisual /d/ token than after the audiovisual /b/ token (β¼ −1.28, SE¼0.11, p<.001; see Fig. 4 ), indicating an effect of selective adaptation for the audiovisual materials. Overall, more [d] responses were again given to the novel speaker's than to the exposure speaker's continuum (β¼ 1.07, SE¼ 0.10, p<.001). Participants were sensitive to the auditory continua giving more [d] responses the more /d/-like the test token (β¼1.02, SE¼ 0.07, p<.001). There was no difference in the selective adaptation effect for the exposure speaker and the novel speaker (not a predictor, χ 2 (1)¼ 0.03, p¼ .86), indicating that selective adaptation fully generalised across speakers even after exposure to the audiovisual materials. Cross-speaker generalisation of selective adaptation was thus not hindered by the presence of speaker identity information in the visual speech input. There was no difference in the results for the exposure speaker across the auditory-only and audiovisual exposure conditions (presentation condition not a predictor, χ 2 (1)¼0.03, p ¼.87), which provides further evidence for the lack of influence from the visual speech input.
The results of Experiment 2 show that exposure to unambiguous auditory and audiovisual speech made participants less likely to assign ambiguous auditory tokens to the same phonetic category as the phoneme that had been encountered during exposure. In accord with the phonetic retuning results in Experiment 1, we find that selective adaptation affects the interpretation of speech from both the exposure speaker and a novel speaker. The effect of selective adaptation fully generalises across speakers in both the auditory-only and the audiovisual condition. This is in contrast with the results from Experiment 1, where we observed a smaller effect of phonetic retuning for the novel speaker than for the exposure speaker after audiovisual exposure. The presence of visual speaker identity information during exposure does not appear to affect the generalisation of selective adaptation, a finding that is in line with earlier studies that have shown selective adaptation to be a purely auditory phenomenon (Roberts & Summerfield, 1981; Saldaña & Rosenblum, 1994) .
Conclusions
Adjustments within the perceptual system occur after exposure to speech both when the speech in question is ambiguous and when it is unambiguous. Exposure to ambiguous, idiosyncratic speech results in shifts in listeners' category boundaries in order to incorporate ambiguous sounds into the intended categories. Unambiguous speech input results in decreased sensitivity to particular features of the input when the same sound is presented multiple times. The effects of phonetic retuning and selective adaptation both reflect changes in the perceptual system and indicate that different speech input can have very different results. The results of the current study show that changes in the perceptual system caused by phonetic retuning and selective adaptation both affect the processing of speech from the exposure speaker and from a novel speaker. Generalisation across speakers occurred despite the availability of speaker identity information in the audiovisual speech input. While the effect of selective adaptation on the processing of speech from the exposure speaker and the novel speaker was the same, the effect of phonetic retuning was smaller for the processing of speech from the novel speaker than from the exposure speaker.
That visually guided retuning of auditory phonetic categories generalises to the identification of speech from a different speaker is in line with previous results for the generalisation of lexically guided retuning (Kraljic & Samuel, 2006) . Changes in phonetic categories after lexically guided retuning affect the processing of plosives produced by a different speaker (Kraljic & Samuel, 2006) , but the same effect is not observed for fricatives (Eisner & McQueen, 2005) . This difference in cross-speaker generalisation has been ascribed to the fact that fricatives are more variant across speakers and also provide more information about the identity of the speaker than plosives (Kraljic & Samuel, 2005 . It has not been clear, however, whether it is information about the identity of the speaker or the lack of acoustic similarity that prevents generalisation.
To tease these two alternative explanations apart, our study investigated visually guided retuning rather than lexically guided retuning, and examined a place of articulation contrast for plosives as putatively offering the best chance of cross-speaker generalisation. A voicing contrast could not be used here because the visual speech input was the source of the disambiguating information and listeners are generally unable to distinguish voiced and voiceless sounds on the basis of visual speech (Bernstein et al., 2000; Van Son et al., 1994) . The results of Experiment 1 show that the presence of speaker identity information, available in the visual speech input, does not prevent the generalisation of phonetic retuning across speakers. Shifts in listeners' category boundaries affected their subsequent perception of speech even when produced by a novel speaker. Also, listeners could not have disregarded the visual speech input, since it provided the only source of disambiguation for the ambiguous auditory speech input. These results thus suggest that it is acoustic similarity and not the lack of speaker identity information that allows generalisation of retuning across speakers to occur.
Although the effect of phonetic retuning was evident in the processing of speech from a novel speaker, this effect was smaller than for the exposure speaker. Phonetic retuning is thus not fully generalised to the novel speaker. One possibility for why this is could indeed be the availability of speaker identity information in the visual speech input during exposure. To fully assess this possibility, an auditory-only exposure condition would have been needed. This was not an option, however, given the setup of the present experiment wherein visual speech information was necessary for disambiguation. Prior studies on lexically guided retuning presenting auditory-only speech during exposure found full transfer of phonetic retuning to plosives (Kraljic & Samuel, 2005) . There are, however, multiple other differences between this study and ours, such as differences in phoneme contrast (place of articulation vs. voicing in plosives) or disambiguating source (visual speech vs. lexical context). Future research is needed to further clarify what principles guide the transfer of phonetic retuning. Our current results nevertheless convincingly show that explicit knowledge about the identity of the speaker does not prevent generalisation as long as the auditory input from both speakers is acoustically similar.
Selective adaptation is also generalised to a new speaker, at least for plosives that are acoustically similar across speakers. The results of Experiment 2 show that selective adaptation generalises across speakers when the target sounds were plosives. The auditory-only results suggest that the decrease in sensitivity that occurs after repeated exposure to an unambiguous utterance affects the subsequent perception of speech for both the exposure speaker and a novel speaker. The change in the perceptual system is thus generally applicable and not specific to any speaker. Selective adaptation also occurs for elements of vision (Webster, 2004; Webster & MacLin, 1999) and recent research has shown that selective adaptation can occur after exposure to static representations of speakers' mouth shapes (Jones et al., 2010) . Seeing multiple repetitions of a picture showing a speaker produce a sound thus makes people less likely to perceive a more ambiguous mouth shape as representing that same sound. More interestingly, this effect of selective adaptation to visual speech was the same whether subsequent judgements were given for the exposure speaker or for a novel speaker. This second finding suggests that the selective adaptation effect in this case is not dependent on the identity of the speaker and thus reflects a more general change in the perceptual system. The results of the audiovisual exposure condition in Experiment 2 show a similar effect of generalisation across speakers for selective adaptation to audiovisual speech. Here, too, information about the identity of the speaker was available but did not affect the generalisation of selective adaptation. A decrease in sensitivity to auditory phonetic features thus affects subsequent perception of these features irrespective of the identity of the speaker.
The generalisation across speakers for selective adaptation was neither prevented nor even reduced by the presence of visual speaker identity information, which is unlike the results for phonetic retuning in Experiment 1. This difference could be due to the fact that in Experiment 2 the visual speech information was not necessary for disambiguation, since the auditory input was unambiguous. However, this finding is also in line with results from earlier studies that have found that selective adaptation is a purely auditory phenomenon and is not modulated by visual speech input (Roberts & Summerfield, 1981; Saldaña & Rosenblum, 1994) . These studies used McGurk stimuli and found that the effect of selective adaptation was always in line with the auditory input, regardless of the fact that the perception of the combined audiovisual stimuli was different from the auditory input. The results of the audiovisual exposure condition in Experiment 2 provide further evidence that visual speech information does not affect selective adaptation. Selective adaptation was observed for both the exposure speaker and the novel speaker despite the fact that the visual speech input again contained information about the identity of the speaker.
Phonetic retuning and selective adaptation thus affect subsequent recognition of speech produced by the speaker whose speech initiated the changes in the perceptual system. Both effects also influence the recognition of speech from other speakers when the sounds they produced were acoustically similar. Where the two effects diverge is on the extent to which they are generalised to different speakers when information about the identity of the speaker is available. Phonetic retuning generalises across speakers but not fully. On the other hand, for selective adaptation, generalisation occurs to its full extent.
The perceptual system is thus flexible enough to adjust to speech input and does so regardless of whether the input is ambiguous or not. Ambiguous speech input and unambiguous speech input change the perceptual system in different directions, however, as is reflected in the effects of phonetic retuning and selective adaptation. These changes affect how listeners perceive speech on later occasions and this is true for both speech produced by the speaker for whom the original adjustments were made and for speakers who produce acoustically similar sounds. Generalisation across speakers occurs even when listeners have explicit information that the speech they are provided with is produced by a novel speaker. Generalisation for phonetic retuning may be beneficial for listeners as it can reduce processing costs. For selective adaptation, the generalisation indicates that when sensitivity to particular features of a sound is decreased it affects all sounds sharing that feature, whoever produced them. Changes in the perceptual system thus occur for various reasons and show how the system can flexibly adjust to the input it is given.
